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Discover the gorgeous and wild Oregon coast with Elinor Manoogian-O'Dell in this new
TripVlogger series. While Oregon boasts plenty of natural beauty and rugged
coastline, its towns like Newport, Florence, and Seaside also offer plenty to explore,
from famous traditional seafood restaurants to promenades and recreation areas.
Watch the videos to get to know the Oregon Coast.

Monsoon Ride on
Highest Motorable
Road in the World Ladakh, India
Leh | By Abhinav

This is adventure.

A Day in the Life of a

Rice Farmer
Chiang Mai | By Kelley

Kelley Ferro learns the
traditional Thai process of
growing and harvesting rice.

3 Days in Mall of
America
Bloomington | By renatapereira

Renata Pereira checks out the
biggest mall in the United
States.

FEATURED TRAVEL SHOW: Far Fiasco
World

What is it about travel that makes the ordinary...a taste of cheese, the ringing of a church
bell, the smell of a fire burning in a chimney...seem extraordinary? I don't know but I'll
keep trying to find out.

Video Editor Wanted
A Tripfilms filmmaker is looking for a
video editor:

Tweet of the Week
@JGutiBCN
New video for @tripfilms on @Vessel
Thanks for sharing, Josep! This is such
an awesome video. Vessel subscribers
have the chance to see new
TripVlogger videos first exclusively on
Vessel! You can also check out other
TripVlogger videos on the Tripfilms
channel on Vessel.com. We are proud
to have this beautiful new channel to
feature commissioned TripVlogger
assignments! If you haven't seen the
channel yet, go check it out!

Looking for a video editor who is
proficient with creating YouTube videos.
Expertise in Final Cut or some other
similar program would be a plus. This is
a relatively easy project involving
creating 3-5 minute video montages of
travel destinations from still images and
short video clips that I will provide. This
will also involve simple word graphics
and scrolling credits. I will also provide
stock music. These will be on an asneeded basis, perhaps once a month or
more. $40 per completed video
including revisions and uploading.
Looking for someone who is easy to
work with, reliable, and familiar with
creating this kind of video. If interested,
please email
thetraveler7761@yahoo.com.

Next step: Watch 5 Reasons to Visit
Ometepe, Nicaragua on Vessel.

Share your travel videos.
Upload and earn rewards.
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